
WRITING A HANDOVER REPORT

Any staff member who is about to leave his/her position permanently is required to write a Handover Note. They shall be
written even when a staff member is.

Parcel delivery companies, be it public or private, use this handover template to generate a receipt giving
detailed description of the transaction. Download Basic Content of a Standard Handover Report A handover
report can be used if you are tasked to fill in the work position of an individual who is either absent, on
vacation, or for any particular reason is unavailable as of the moment. You can make use of our handover
templates in order to find out the established format for drafting such a document. The report should include
all the essential information the person taking over for you will need to know to ensure that no unnecessary
and unforeseen problems arise after you have left your position. This type of report can be used in several
different ways. This might include a directive to order new letterhead after the new logo is approved or to
reserve appropriate conference space once a guest list has been confirmed. Think About Deadlines and
Priorities When you feel like your list is complete, begin breaking the list down by priorities, frequency, type
of information and sequence. Provide all pertinent details including time, date, location and participants. The
template can be printed and saved as hard copy, or attached to a parcel being delivered as a receipt. Teachers
who distribute preparatory notes in class can utilize the premade table and boxes provided by this template.
Begin With Key Objectives Start by writing a summary of goals for the position â€” yours and the company's
â€” so that your replacement knows where they should begin. Things like work processes and procedures and
specifically ongoing projects that need to be continued need guidance that a handover note can fill in. This
will help you provide clear guidelines such as a written summary of all your duties and responsibilities. Use a
Template To simplify the process of making an employee handover report, create your report using an office
computer program. The customizable template can be downloaded from the above website. Download now!
This is especially important in software, accounting, medical, and engineering tasks that need specialized roles
to undertake. Also, note completed tasks, so the incoming shift does not duplicate what you did. For a shift
change handover report, for example, you'll begin with what was started on your shift and needs to be
completed by the next. Action items: List all job functions that have an outstanding action pending. If key
information is omitted, it can result in diminished productivity, mistakes, miscommunication and even lost
business. Besides resigning staff and employees who need to teach successors about their functions, handover
notes are also used by employees who need to go on an extended leave of absence. It could include:
Instruction on how to access buildings and offices. For example, if you need to approve report edits, order
toner cartridges, arrange catering or confirm hotel reservations, action items should be detailed with specific
instructions and contact information. List current projects, the dates or times they began, how they should
progress and their anticipated completion date or time. There are several sites online that offer the handover
report templates which could be easily downloaded- most of the times they are free of charge. Include
information other than your basic responsibilities and duties, such as important contacts, protocol, chain of
command, passwords, keys, important dates, training programs and any other job specific information.


